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beautiful Win 7
theme specially
designed to bring
the sunset to your
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desktop for you to
admire. If you are
an incurable
romantic and just
love to look at the
sunset then this
theme just might be
the one for you.
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this theme just
might be the one
for you. Sun Cloud:
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Download... Linspire
Shade is an
innovative Window
theme that goes
beyond the ordinary
Windows 7 look.
Linspire Shade is
designed to help
you get more done
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in less time while
bringing out the
best in you with the
amazing visuals you
see. We call it "Time
Saver". This theme
allows you to save
as many of your
skins as you want.
You can install
another set of skins
within the...
Buchevac is a
simple and fun
Windows 7 theme
designed to lighten
up your desktop.
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Buchevac features a
simple black logo
that just fits in right.
It has one
configurable button,
the menu icon at
the top right. The
color scheme is
light and bright.
Buchevac also
features the option
to set the start time
for your PC. By
doing so, the time
of day changes
based on the time
you set it to.
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Buchevac... Arch
East is a simple and
unique Windows 7
theme for those
who simply want to
achieve a classy
looking desktop
without the clutter.
Arch East has the
distinctive ability to
dynamically change
the color palette to
suit any person's
tastes. You can
configure an array
of colors to achieve
the classic look you
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are after. For the
ultimate look,
choose between the
brighten mood, the
warmer... The Entra
Vista desktop
theme designed by
Johnnie Steele for
Vistagra Windows 7.
This stunning theme
is designed to be as
light as possible. No
bloat. Just the
essentials. All Entra
Vista themes are
scalable for
optimum readability
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on any screen size.
Entra Vista is
inspired by the
Airline Experience.
Instead of the usual
travel. We combine
travel with a new
world of... Leopard
Wallpaper V2.2 is
designed by Eric St.
Pierre for Unifutur.
This is the UserSized wallpaper for
Windows 7. With
this wallpaper
theme, you can see
Yosemite and the
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rest of our theme
under the Leopards
shape as giant
wallpapers! Leopard
Wallpaper V2.2
Description: - This is
the User-Sized
wallpaper for
Windows 7. - With
this wallpaper
theme, you can see
Yosemite and the...
Leopard Wallpaper
V1.0 is designed by
Eric St. Pierre for
Unifutur. This is the
first version of
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Leopard Wallpaper
for Windows 7. With
this wallpaper
theme, you can see
Yosemite and
b7e8fdf5c8
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Sun Cloud For PC

- This is a Win 7
theme designed
specially for the
sunrise and sunset.
You'll be amazed
how beautiful the
Windows 7 interface
will look if you use
this theme in
conjunction with
your favorite
pictures of the sun!
- Bringing the
sunset to your
desktop is easier
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than ever thanks to
this awesome
theme. It's a
straightforward and
easy solution to this
great dilemma. Unlike other
themes, Sun Cloud
is specifically
designed to bring
the sunrise and
sunset to your
desktop. It's
available in three
screen sizes:
1280*1024,
1152*864 and
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1024*768. You can
easily adjust the
theme's setting
options to get the
right size for your
screen. - Does what
it's supposed to do.
Sun Cloud is a part
of our "Sunny"
collection. Here are
some more details
about it: - Designed
for the vivid sunset.
- Available in three
screen sizes:
1280*1024,
1152*864 and
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1024*768. You can
easily adjust the
theme's setting
options to get the
right size for your
screen. - It's a
simplified version of
our "Sunrise"
theme, where the
sun is directly on
the edge of the
desktop. - Easy to
use: - You're about
to see a totally new
Windows 7 desktop
experience. Window dressing: 20 / 34

Just use the up and
down arrows to
enable or disable
the various window
dressing options,
such as "Blur." This
is the same system
used by SunCloud Plus: - It's a FREE
theme which is adfree and virus-free. If you have any
problem please
contact us by
sending us a
message and we
will try to help you
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as soon as possible.
- Be one of the first
to be informed of
any issues and new
releases. - We'd
love to hear your
feedback so please
feel free to send us
an email at support
@vividsounds.com
with any feedback
or suggestions for
improving this
product. We'll make
sure to keep you upto-date with any
future releases.
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New in version 1.1.0
- New: You can now
easily choose the
Windows
Classic/Modern
taskbar button. New: There are two
new dock icons to
choose from "SunCloud Classic"
and "SunCloud
Modern." Improved: The
default dock theme
has been improved.
- Improved:
SunCloud borders
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now includes light
and dark variants. Improved: The
"Start menu" button
now uses more
consistent Windows
What's New In?

Sun Cloud comes in
three parts. 1. The
theme itself; 2. The
actual icons that
appear on your
desktop. 3. A
custom desktop
wallpaper. Sun
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Cloud is a simple,
yet beautiful theme.
In fact, if you were
to see Sun Cloud on
another user's
desktop, it would
look like that user
had been using a
background that
looks like a sunset
all day. So that's
exactly what you
get with this theme!
If you are in need of
a gorgeous
background that will
bring the sunset to
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your desktop, then
Sun Cloud is just
what you are
looking for. Look at
the install video and
see for yourself. It's
that easy!
Installation
Instructions: 1. First,
you need to launch
Sun Cloud and open
up the license file
that is attached to
the theme. 2. You
may be prompted to
choose your
language. 3. Click
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on Install Theme,
then you should see
a "Thank You"
message. 4.
Congratulations!
You have a new
theme on your
desktop! As for the
icons, you can
easily change them
to any that you
want and any color
scheme you want.
Simply copy the
icons to where you
want them on your
desktop and change
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the colours. NOTE: If
you really want to
be able to use the
Win 7 Starter theme
along side Sun
Cloud, simply copy
the Windows 7
Starter logo to the
same location
where your Sun
Cloud logo is and
change the colours.
Please be aware
that this is a theme
for Windows 7. I
have tested this
theme and it will
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work fine on
Windows 8 and
Windows 10. YOU
ARE BENEATH MY
FEATHERS! I know
that Windows 7
looks nothing like
Windows 8 and 10.
Honestly, that's why
I designed a
Windows 7 theme
that looks like
Windows 8 and 10! I
wanted to give you
a Windows 7 theme
that looks like
Windows 8 and 10.
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You know what? I
just thought it might
be fun! The "feather
theme" is now on
sale for only $1.99
USD and $2.99
CAD. Just hit the
"Buy Now" button.
That's right! Right
now the "feather
theme" is only
$1.99 USD and
$2.99 CAD. Trust
me! I tested this
theme. It will work
fine on Windows 8. I
tested it on my
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laptop and it will
work fine there. You
might be thinking
that Windows 8 and
10 look nothing like
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System Requirements For Sun Cloud:

Standalone install
requires an Intel(R)
CPU with SSE4.2
support Virtual
Machine (VM) install
requires a
VMware(R) virtual
machine
environment vCPU
= Number of virtual
cores vRAM =
Amount of memory
Network
connectivity
required (up to 15
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Mbps for Steam
client updates)
Browser plugins
recommended
(Google Chrome,
Safari, or Firefox)
Bug Reports: If you
have feedback
about any game in
the Heroes of the
Storm series, please
use our official bug
report forum:
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